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THE ALKALI-AGGREGATE REACTION QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS
Chemlcal Department. Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées, Paris
F.-X. DELOYE AND L. DIVET

Analytlcal quantification of the alkali-aggregate reaction is made
difficult by the fact that it involves baslcaliy a partial 'solubilization' of
the sillca ln the aggregates. This difficulty can be eliminated by
thermogravimetry, uslng the derivèltive CUNe, because this makes it
possible by cascade to use lime to determlne the cement. The
excess of 'soluble sllica' (or even other oxides), which represents the
share of the aggregates partlcipating in the reaction, can in this way be
determined in nitric acid. A calculation protocol has been developed
and validated.
The results obtained on structures affected by AAR show that the
sllica mobillzed ranges from 0.2 to 1 % of the mass of concrete,
dependlng on the severity of the phenomenon, and that it is almost
always accompanied by alumina and ferric oxide.

INTRODUCTION

The alkali-aggregate reaction is a destructive process that can occur in concrete
with no inteNention of the external medium other than providing water. This phenomenon,
known for a half century, Involves only the constituents of the material,' which react
chemicaliy with one another, slowly destroying its cohesion.
Very schematicalty, It can be stated that the excess pH engendered by the
presence of the alkalis ln the cement paste causes partial dissolution of the silica of the
aggregates, ail the more easlly in that it is poorly crystalllzed. There then forms a silicocalco-alkali gel subject to swelllng, which can exert a considerable pressure at the pasteaggregate Interface, leadlng to loss of cohesion of the material and Its characteristic
cracking.
Since Its discovery in the United States in 1940 (Stanton (l)), the alkali-aggregate
reactlon has been the object of very many works, including 9 International symposia. They
were initiaity descriptive, then explanatory and especialiy experimental. with a view to
forestalling the phenomenon by a judicious choice of the constituents of the concrete.
Its insidious character and the practicaliy total absence of cures have make the
alkaU-aggregate reaction a sort of fataUty of which one can only record the damage: and
so, rare have been the researchers to consider the problem of quantifying the
phenomenon, especialiy from a physico-chemical standpoint.
The first quantitative approach basicaliy concerned measurements of swelling on
laboratory specimens. intended to test aggregates or cements (Le Roux and Fasseu (2)),
and occasionaliy on structures, mainly to track the mechanical evolution of the structures
affected (Godart (3)).
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The second approach, based on optical or scanning electron microscopy, makes it
easy to visuallze the gel produced by the reactlon, but the observable field ls Iimlted to a
few hundreds of micrometres and, apart frem image analysis, there is no method for
quantlfying the extent of this gel other than a subjective estlmate. In addition. some sample
preparation modes, such as the fresh break for scanning microscopy, favour failures along
the surface of least resistance, reveallng zones where the cracks have the greatest
chances of having developed. This Iast point. while it hlnders quantlflcatlon, has the
advantage of allowing very ear/y detection of the phenomenon (Larlve and Louarn (4)).
Between these two extrernes, chemical analysis in the broad sense should be able
to yield quantitative indications on the degree of progress of the reactions in question from
the silica mObilized. Moreover, this type of approach is the very basis of the chemical tests
performed on aggregates for the purpose of prevention (ASlM C 289 and derlvative
documents).
METHOD OF QUANTIFICATION

Use of the normative calcu!atlon
Controlled attack of concrete and the associated normative calculation were
developed more than fifteen years ago at the LCPC' not only to guarantee the quality of
determinatlons of cement content ln hardened concretes. but more especlally to revea!. In
a convenlent way, possible degradation by external media. The principleis simple.
The purpose of the normative calculatlon is to process the chemical analysis of a
material to extract from It its quantitative mineralogical composition, startlng from its true or
assumed qualitative composition. It consists of conslructlng each minerai species from Ifs
formula and from a speciflc pilot oxk1e (MgO for dOlomite. residual C02 for calcite, for
example). If the assumed composition of the material is exact. the calculation balances, in
other words the sum of the species constructed is close to 100 %, and there mUst not be
positive or negative remainders in the balances corresponding to the oxides of the
chemical analysis (to wlthin the analytical uncertainties) (Deloye (5)).
The application of such a calculatlon to a sound concrete assumes that a contrelled
attack, bya 0.25 N solution of nltric acid, cold, on a sample ground to 315 Ilm, does not reach
the slliceous and silicate-containing part of the aggregates but does dissolve thelr
calcareous part (dolomite included) and the cement. The complete analysls of this flltrate,
accompanled by thermogravlmetry, allows determinatlon of the cement by at least two
independent methods: soluble sllica (or another tracer oxide), on the one hand, and the
CETtC" formula (made Iterative to allow for the true carbonation), on the other. When the
true composition of the cement Is glven as hypothesis, the normative colculation is
balanced, for éach oxlde (it can even be used to discover the composition of an unknown
cement by a recurrent method). If the calculation con not be balanced, it means that the
concrete has undergone chemical attacks by the ambient medium (sulphate, magnesla,
chlorides, partial disSOlution of binder by pure water, etc.), and the remalnders
corresponding to each oxlde (positive or negative) provlde information on the type and the
intensity of the attacks (Longuet and Deloye (6)).
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Prob!ems spec!ftc to the alkaU·aggregata reactlon
Used as is on a cencrete atfected by the alkali-aggregate reaction. the normative
calculation detects it through an excess of cement accompanied by abnormally high
carbonation. In effect. the hypotheses concerning the solublelinsoluble balance of the
sound concrete are found to be faulty. since a part of the slllca from the aggregates is
solubllized by the nifric acid. The phenomenon is indeed detected. but it would be incorrect
to spaak of quantification. since there persists an uncertainty on the caiculated cement
content. The CElIC formula counts the silica of the reaction as part of the cement. and
assigns to it the corresponding lime. which the calculation takes away from the calcite of the
aggregates. the CÜ2 of which becomes ... "CÜ2 of carbonation" (See table 1).
%C02

% CEMENT

SAMPLE
No.

Sound concrefe n° 1
Sound concrete nO 2
Sound concrete n° 3
SOund concrete n° 4
Sound concrete n° 5
Sound mortar n° 6

Sound mortor n° 7

CALCULATED

BY THERMOGRAVIMETRY

BYCEllC
FORMULA

BYLIME

BYSILICA

0.67

0.72
0.49
0.51

16.3
17.2
12.5
15.6
18.3

16.1
17.1
12.2
15.6
18.3
24.8
25.1

16.2
17.2
12.2
15.5
18.3

25.0
25.3

14.5
15.8
19.7
17.1
24.1

16.0
19.1
21.2
20.1
38.8

0.55
0.76

0.05
0.20
0.79
1.52

N.E."

0.88
0.87
0.49
0.53
1.27

Diseased concrete n° 8

1.14

Diseased concrete n° 9
D1seased concrete n° 10

2.53

Diseased cencrete n° 11
Diseased mortor n° 12

1.55
1.35

0.81

0.32
0.93
1.43

25.0
25.3
15.8
17A

20.0
17.9
27.3

• Cannet be estlmated

IAILll: INClDfNCE OF DEClARED 002 ON CEMENTCONTENT

Indepencient determlnat!on of carbona1!on

Reasons of physical logic suggest that the carbonation front within a concrete is
steep: when the blnder starts to carbonate at a given point. since the reaction
Ca(OH:J2 +CÜ2 ..> Ca C03 + H20
releases water and water is necessary for carbonation. the carbonation propagates and
becomes total in this location a very short time later. Somples taken in the core of the
concrete may therefore be regarded as having a very low carbonate content; moreover.
thermogravimetry readily confirrns this hypothesis on concretes free of Iimestone. The
some applies to those that contain some.
Because of the tenuousness of the crystals derlved from the carbonation of the
blnder of a conerete, during a test in a thermobalance. the corresponding CÜ2 Is evolved at
a slightly iower temperature thon that from the calcite of the aggregates. This observation
was made thanks to recent progress of the method. in particular through the use of the
derivatlve thermogravime~lccurve to deterlTllne. wlth, the greatest possible pr~~~gl),Jhe "" , , _
·-temperatorellmlts-cWthe Var15Œ' evOlUtlons ofgases:maklngTt~possTbie' to dlstlngulsh
befween the C02 of carbonation and the C02 from the calcareous part of the aggregates
(Platret and Deioye (7)).
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Systematic application of this technique has shown that in sound concretes the C0:2
of carbonation measured by thermogravimetry is practically identical to that derived from
the normative calculation by Iteration using the modified CEnC formula.
There Is no reason not to use thermogravimetry with the derlvative curve to
determine the degree of carbonatlon of a concrete affected by the alkall-aggregate
reaction, making it possible to establlsh a protocol for the normative calculatlon that takes
into account, in a rigorous way, the reactions involving only the internai constituents of the
concrete. Such a protocol gives access to the part of the aggregates made soluble in the
nitric attack by the occurrence of an alkall-aggregate reaction.

PROIOCOL TAKING ACCOUNT OF THE INTERNAL REACUONS OF THE CONCRffi

- prelimjngry remgrl<s

- The analytical approach of dedolomitization (Deloye and ail. (8)) had shown in 1980
that the CETIC formula, modified or not. accounted (except for carbonation) for the
composition by weight of the constituents of the concrete just at the time of mixing, from
which the anhydrous cement content could be derived. In fact, by its very principle, It
counts as "cement' any part of the chemical analysis that is not included in the siliceous
aggregates (insoluble in the acid attacks), the calcareous aggregates (calcite and
dolomite), the carbonation, or the water of hydration. But it should be noted that this
determlnation is based on a series of subtractions of which "cement" is the remainder.

- If an internai reaction in the concrete transforms part of the aggregates, normally
insoluble by acid aHacks. into a soluble product, even if it includes some proportion of
cement, the CETIC formula will not distinguish between the cement and the portion of the
aggregates invoived ln the reaction. The calculation will therefore yield the sum "anhydrous
cement plus solubilized aggregates'.
- Under these condITions the difference between the cement content calculated by
the CETIC formula and the cement content that would be determined from the lime not
included in the calcareous portion of the aggregates would in fact be the quantlty of
aggregates solubilized in the alkall-aggregate reaction, but it should be noted that this
quantity con be determined only from a cascade of differences, with the resulting cascade
of uncertainties.
- profocol of cglculgtjoQ

ln a first stage, the usual ITerative mineralogical calculation described previously Is
applled as is to the analysis of the concrete to compare the results obtained for the cement
content and the carbonation, respectively, to the nominal proportion of binder and the
value of COz of carbonation determined by thermogravimetry (with temperature
subdivisions based on the derivative curve).
If these results are in agreement (even if the calculated cement content Is less thon
the nominal value), it con be asserted that there has been no internai solubllizatlon orthe
concrete;and-that-inconsequence--it-ls-free--of-anyquantitativelydetectable--alkall·-'---aggregate reaction (even if some disquleting symptoms have been observed by scannlng
mlcroscopy). Barrlng unforeseen events that would then make a very thorough
investigation necessary, the results of the calculation con be regarded as definitive.
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ln the contrary case. where a "calculated" cement content that is abnormally high
with respect to the nominal proportion in the concrete (which is highly improbable) is found
together with a C02 of carbonation that is much greater than the value indicated by
thermogravimetry (or even in some cases by ordinary common sense). one can be sure
that the results concerning the siliceaus aggregates have been thrown off in thls first
calculation because of the solubilization of some part of them.
The complete calculation must then be performed. with a declared value imposed
for the CÜ2 of carbonation (that determined by thermogravimetry uslng the derivative
curve). The difference with respect to total corbon dioxide then gives direct access to the
calcareous portion of the aggregotes (including the breakdown between calcite and
dolomite. by Iteration if necessary). and thls allows the precise breakdown of the CaO
determined by the analysls between the aggregotes and the binder (thls last by difference).
This allows the use of this oxide os a tracer to calculate the cement content. Given bath the
Importance of lime in the chemical composition of cement (more than 60 % in an Portland
cement. against 20 % for silica) and the rigorous stoechiometry of the carbonates (calcite
and dolomite). thls method of calculation improves the precision of the proportion of
cement in the hardened concrete. especially if its chemical composition is known (FIG.1).
This calculation. then. leads to a positive difference between the result of the
modified Iterative CETIC formula and the cement content calculated trom the lime. This
difference. also found (to wlthin the analytical varlability) ln the dlfference trom 100 % of the
general assessment. represents the portion of the siliceous or slllcate-contalning
aggregotes having reacted. stated with respect to the mass of the concrete.
Flnally. the chemical composition of this portion involved in the alkali-aggregote
reaction can be found in the positive remainders of the oxides ot the end of the
mineralaglcal calculatlon.

Incidence of declared carbonatlan
An ancillary calculation wos performed to estimate the influence of the variability of
the proportion of "declared" CÜ2 of carbonotion in the second port of the calculation on the
results.
It is clear thot any increose of CÜ2 declared as "of corbonation" entails a
proportional increose of the caiculated cement content.
ln effect. to CÜ2 there corresponds CaO. used to determine the cement content wlth
the help of a coefficient that simply takes account of the molecular masses. giving the
formula
% CEMENT

= K.C02

wiIh

K

_ _.....Jl""OO,,--_ x QQ

lime content
of the cement

44

The coefficient of proportionality Kgoes trom 2.15 for a cement containing 60 % lime
to 2.10 for an Portland cement that contains 65 %. today a very common value. In terms of
proportion of cement in the concrete. an occidental increose of 1 % in the C02 of
carbonatlon would Iead by calculation to an apparent excess of the order of 45 Kg/m3. 3 to

411mesthEi-fOferancesalfowEidlnprQ(jUCfion;········
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The foregoing consideratiOns mean that a variation of ± 0.2 % on the content of C02
of carbonation Is not significant with respect to the cement content. given the tolerances on
the proportions.
With respect to the excess soluble silica content. calculatiOn of the influence of the
declared C02 of carbonation Is more complex because it involves a Iarger number of
parameters. lt Is. desplte everything. a linear function inversely proportlonal to the quantity
of 002. the root of which corresponds in principle to the content of C02 of carbonation
obta/ned by the usual IteratiOn of the CElIC formula. Exactly the seme applies to excesses
of alumina or of ferrlc oxlde.
To avold tlresome theoretical developments that would not even take account of
the variabllity of the slilca content of the cement or the tolerances on the proportion of
cement in the concrete. a series of complete mineraloglcal calculatiOns was pertormed on
three concretes affected by the alkali-aggregate reaction. of which al/ the parameters
were weil known.
As was to be expected. the excess Si02 content decreases as the C02 of
carbonation increases but. slnce in the case of a severely affected concrete. the
convergence of C02 Is situated ln the vicinity of 3 % or 4 %. for a variation of ± 0.2 % around
the true carbonatlon. the excess silica varies not more than 0.1 %. For alumina or ferrlc
oxlde the correspondlng dlfferences are not even perceptible (± 0.02 %. substantially
smaller than the analytlcal variablllty).
It follows from the foregolng calculatlons that excesses of silica less than 0.2 % can
only with dlfficulty be regarded as reflecting any effect on the concrete of a quantitatively
slgniticant alkall-aggregate reactiOn; on the other hand. values greater than 0.3 %of the
mess of the concrete can be regarded as va/Id to withln 0.2 points.

EXPERIMENTAl RESUlIS AND DISCUSSION
VaDdallon of !he protocol

Systematic recording of the results of the chemlcal and thermogravimetrlc analyses.
ln computerized dota bases. made It possible to develop and vol/dote the calculatlon
protocol described above from actuel cases analyzed at the lCPC over a period of
approximately five years. These cases concern both Iaboratory specimens of which the
composition Is perfectly known. sorne of whlch were used for researches on the alkaliaggregate reaction. and bridges affected to var/ous degrees by the phenomenon.
Flrst of ail a check on sound concretes (Table 1) revealed that, for a balanced
mineralogical calculation. the C02 of carbonation determined by thermogravimetry
correctly matched the value obtained by Iteration of the moditled CElIC formula. the
cement content of the calculatlon Is in agreement with the cement content determlned
from the soluble silica and from the reslduel lime. and finally there Is no excess ln the
remalnders for silica. alumina. and fernc oxlde (to withln the varlability of the chemical
analyses or ± 0.03 % on the oxlde balances).
For pathological cases that have caused major damage to structures. the complete
calculatlonrf3VElClIs(].. relTlal!1dE~r . of.. sinca.between . . 0.S%.. . andl···%·ofthemcss··otthe
a hlghly signitlcant value, a1most2 systematically accompanled by alumina and
ferric oxlde. and sometimes S03. and finally the difference between the result of the CElIC
formula and the cement content calculated from the lime often exceeds 1 %.

.·c-oncrete:
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Klne1!cs of the alkaH-aggregats react!on on specimens ln the !aboratory
ln the context of the researches conducted at the LCPC on the alkali-aggregate
reactlon·. specimens of mortar were made with 25 % of a given CPA type cement doped to
1.25 % of NQ20 equivalent and two aggregates: a quartzite considered reactive and a
These
Iimestone known for its stability. The grading ranged trom 160 Ilm to 2.5 mm.
specimens. 20 mm in diameter and 50 mm high. were kept in a 1 N sodium hydroxide solution
at fJ:J'C. At the start and after 4. 5. and 7 months' preservation. chemical analyses were
pertormed. The results. processed in accordance with the protocol described above.
were used to monitor the kinetics of mobilization of the sllica of the aggregates (Fig. 2).
At the end of 7 months. neariy 5 % (referred to the mass of the mortar) of sillca trom
the quartzite had participated in the alkali-aggregate reaction. Even with the calcareous
mortar. ail of the Includad silica (0.4 %) was mobilized before 4 months. whereas on
structures. after several years. no excess could be detected in concretes made with these
calcareous aggregates. This shows that the treatment of the specimens leads to a
considerable amplification of the dissolution of the silica. Furthermore. these tests confirm
that wlth the proposed analytical protocol it is possible to monitor quantitatlvely the kinetlcs
of mobllizatlon of silica ln the alkall-aggregate reaction while taking account of the
inevltable variations of cement content in the production of the specimens.
AppIlcatlon 10 bridges affected 10 yarlous degrees
The normative calculation was repeated on 39 cores of concrete. already surveyed.
of which the C02 of carbonation was precisely determined by thermogravimetry. This study
concemed 18 bridges exhibiting signs of degradation. The statistical results given in figure 3
show that the excesses of sillca range trom 0.2 % to 1 % with respect to the total mass of
concrete. Two domains are apparent; the firsf, in which the mobilized silica is iess than 0.5 %.
concerns 11 cores in which the concrete is relatively IIttle affected by the alkall-aggregate
reactlon. The correspanding structures are merely monitored.
The second domain. involving 20 concretes in which the excess silica ranges from
0.5 % to 1 %. corresponds to severe cases. in which some of the values are ciose to the 'per
cent". corresponding to approxlmately 1.3 % of the mass of the aggregates. There were.
moreover. a few very severe cases in which the structures concerned had to be replaced.
ln the sillco-calcareous concretes. the excess siilca is almost always accompanied
by alumina and a lItt1e ferric oxide. The statistical study of the ratio of sillca to alumina
and/or excess ferric oxlde merits special attention. In effect. many concretes studied to
the LCPC in the Iast five years. exhibltlng patholagical signs. were made wlth calcareous
aggregates trom the Avesnes or Tournai areas. contalning pyrites. In ail of the samples in
question. the SI02/(AI203+Fe20a) ratio by weight is close to 2. or approximateiy 41n molar
terrns (Fig. 4). ThiS is in line with the hypothesis accordlng to which clays and sulphur
(oxldized pyrites) are involved in the process of formation of the sillco-calco-potassic gel
observed by scanning microscopy. whlch is very often associated wlth ettrlngite (Deloye
and Louam (9». Finally. in ail of these studies. the oxldes trom the aggregates used that are
soluble under acld attack (SI02. AI2Oa. F9203. etc.) are counted 50 as not to overestimate
solubilization by the set of blnder-aggregate reactlons. In this connectlon. it should be
noted that aggregates tendlng to contaln soluble silica are certalnly sensitive to the alkaliaggregate reaction .

• Thesis of Ms. Catherine LARIVE. in progress
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CONCWSIONS

The purpose of thls work was to establish a calculatlon protocol making it possible to
quantify the alkali-aggregate reactlon from chemlcal analyses. Precise allowance for the
carbonatlon of the blnder, uslng the derivative curve ln thermogravimetry, makes It possible
to use lime as the pilot oxlde for the calculatlon of the cement content and therefore to
determlne the silica of the aggregates mobilized by the phenomenon.
!

This protocol, developed and validated on sound concretes and mortars made in
the laboratory, has been used on affeted structures. This revealed: on the one hand, the
slze of the quantity of silica involved ln the reaction (1 % with respect to the total mass of
<.;oncrete in the most severe cases), and on the other, the practically systematic
accompaniment of this silica by alumina and ferrlc oxlde in some silico-calcareous
concretes. this accompanlment suggests that clays and pyrites may play a slgnltlcant role
ln the development of blnder-aggregates reactlons.
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Intérative calculation

Calcul normatif

Cement:

Do/omite by MgO do/.
Calcite by (residual C02-Carb.)
Cement by residual
Insoluble
Water
Imposed carbonatation

• CETIC Formula
- Soluble silica
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kinetics of alkali-aggregate reaction in mortar
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Figure 3 : Alkali-aggregate in structure
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Alkali-reaction in silico-calcareous con crete structure
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